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by Akrobat

A new trampoline park opens nearly every day somewhere
around the world. They’re exciting, extremely profitable and
appeal to a multigenerational market. These entirely custommade projects can be fully adapted to different target groups
by including a mix of different attractions. Akrobat converts
empty halls into exciting and profitable family entertainment
destinations.

European
manufacturer
with vast
experience

With experience
since 2003, AKROBAT is
one of the leading European
manufacturers of trampolines
and trampoline parks, focused
on bringing real
value to our customers.
Our strong global track record of
projects tailored to individual customer
preferences is the result of extensive
knowledge and experience with materials
and functionality of trampolines and
other park components. We deliver to more
than 45 conutries across 4 continets to individual
investors and known franchises.
In-house production ensures our
customers a faster project realisation and
spare parts delivery, which at the same
time minimises stock requirements and
reduces the maintenance cost for
the investor.

Member of:

Turn - key service
Our service includes turn-key delivery of the trampoline park including design,
manufacturing, installation and maintenance.

Top-quality materials
Materials used are 100% top-quality material from European and US
manufacturers, non-toxic, very durable and in line with REACH standard.
We continuously test all the materials with independent institutions and
with our own engineering team.

Optimal safety performance
We guarantee the design and manufacturing of the trampoline park according
to ASTM F2970-13, EN 13219, EN 913 and PAS 5000:2017 standards.

All details included
Our offer always includes every little detail of trampoline park that the customer
expects, meaning all major elements of the park, and of course also platforms,
soft paddings in all areas around the trampolines, safety nets, padding for pillars,
wall protection, safety encloses, and wall and column protection down to the
last detail.

100% quality control
All Akrobat parks are 100% pre-installed in the factory to ensure quicker
installation on site, perfect component fitting and superior product quality.

After sales activities
Additionally, we offer reconstruction of existing set-ups, by replacing the worn
and torn equipment with Akrobat top quality European-made parts.

100%

MADE IN
EUROPE

MANUFACTURING
SINCE 2003

WORLDWIDE
PRESENCE

WORLDWIDE
DELIVERY

TURN-KEY
PROJECTS

TOP-QUALITY
MATERIAL

ONE-STOP
SHOP

IN-HOUSE
CONFORMITY TO
PRODUCTION
STANDARDS

ON-SITE
INSTALLATION

Bespoke design and engineering
Our tailored layouts are individually suited to each customer’s preferences and let
you mix and match standard, angular and high-performance trampoline fields as
well as our patented hexagonal trampoline fields with a larger jumping capacity.
Akrobat trampoline parks are perfectly suited to specific building characteristics
and conform to the ASTM F2970 or PAS 5000:2017, EN 13219, EN 913 and other
relevant standards. By mixing in different exciting attractions we create venues that
appeal to a variety of user groups.

In-house production
We produce all components in-house to guarantee consistent quality of our products,
unsurpassed customer service, shorter delivery times for complete parks and spare
parts, with an optimised price structure for the client.

On-site installation
Our expert team of installers are an integral part behind delivering a product which
not only appears top notch, but can withstand masses of people over a longer
period. By taking deadlines seriously we ensure earlier opening dates of the park.

Global support and maintenance
Thanks to our central location in Europe, we also provide our customers with
a rapid supply of replacement parts. We offer a wide selection of materials and
colours and production and delivery of spare parts that are made in our production
facilities. By offering customised maintenance packages, we bring the park operators
peace of mind and keep the parks looking fresh for years to come.

Consulting
Every project is unique and special to us. An experienced team of experts will
advise you about the special requirements of location and the facilities, as well as
design and space utilisation and cost effectiveness of the selected modules.

SAFETY
PERFORMANCE
& TOP-QUALITY
MATERIALS

62.7% SOFTER
BOUNCE
ABSORBTION

INNOVATIVE
AKROSPRING

2,5 MILLION
JUMPS
GUARANTEE
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MATERIALS

We use only thoroughly tested, certified, nontoxic and weather-resistant materials, compliant to
Reach standard, sourced from European and US
manufacturers, to ensure long years of operation
supported by industry-leading warranties.

PVC

The anti-slip and tear-resistant 620g/m2 material used
in all our padding is coated as opposed to laminated
to prevent chipping and tearing during use, and is
available in an extensive palette of exciting colours.

DOUBLE-LAYER JUMPING MATS

Our unique redundancy system ensures that the mat
stays in function in the event of small tears in the
upper layer of the jumping mat, thus maintenance can
be done after closing time, not during opening hours.

PADDING

The high-quality cross-linked 6-centimetre foam
used in trampoline safety pads, floor and other types
of padding, will stay in shape over a long period of
intensive use.

safer?

AKROSPRINGS

Due to their special design and pre-tensioning they
substantially reduce the G-forces affecting the spine
and joints during jumping. This makes jumping safer
on the body while guaranteeing a notable superb
bounce performance. All springs are made in house
and are thoroughly tested to withstand at least 2.5
million jumps.

SPRING PROTECTION

Safety straps prevent foot access to the springs and
are produced to stay in place.

STEEL STRUCTURE

The welded pre-galvanised steel structure has
resistance to much higher forces and is additionally
reinforced to provide maximum mechanical strength.
The sturdy design leaves flexibility to use very little
drilling into the floor, when there are limitations,
which can also be a major time saver.

SAFETY NETS

Padded and produced with metal bars at side, top
and bottom for stability, durability and nice tension.
We can provide printed safety nets displaying
graphics for the branding of the park.

PLAYFUL
DESIGNS

SPECIALITIES

MIX & MATCH
MODULES
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MIX & MATCH SYSTEM

Our modular approach allows mix & match of different
attractions and uncomplicated future replacement of entire
segments with trendier ones.

PLAYFUL DESIGNS

With a wide selection of materials, colours and modules,
we build truly unique park designs. By printing graphics on
different surfaces, we create spaces that bring unsurpassed
user experience.

SPACE UTILISATION

In designing the park we keep our focus on every detail
and we don't leave any spot of the park unused;

· Zip lining and adventure in the sky
·	A rope course is perfect for high halls where the extra
space can be ultilised and used for an additional adventure
course.

TOUCH AND FEEL

Akrobat trampoline parks feel different from the moment you
enter. The elements are perfectly fitted together and appeal
to the eye due to perfected workmanship. The materials feel
durable and well executed.

HEXIA PARKS

MEET THE NEW GENERATION
OF TRAMPOLINE PARKS!
HEXIA is a perfect combination of slick design and
functionality, due to its unique hexagonal shape.
HEXIA provides 15% more jumping capacity
compared to rectangular systems and increased
safety, with that a better return on investment
and exclusive user experience.

PATENTED
HEXAGONAL
DESIGN HEXIA
15% MORE
JUMPING
CAPACITY

Discover Hexia's 		
		 leading advantages:

UNIQUE
HEXAGONAL
SHAPE
- making the park truly
stand out from the
competition

NARROWER
SAFETY PADS
- made of thicker highdensity foam and extra
thick jumping pads
with anti-slip
PVC material

2.5 MIO JUMPS
GUARANTEE
- thanks to the in-depth
knowledge of creating
virtually indestructible
springs

PLAYFUL
DESIGN
- with a wide selection
of materials, colours and
modules you can build
a truly unique park
design

100%
EUROPEAN
MATERIALS
- fire-resistant,
phthalate- and
latex-free materials;
and tear-resistant
safety net

PATENTED
X-SPRINGS
- increased safety due to
the smart overlapping
system that requires less
padded surfaces

INCREASED
SAFETY
- due to the smart
spring system that
enables kids
to easily jump over
the narrower
safety pads

15% LARGER
JUMPING
CAPACITY
- over the same total
surface area compared
to rectangular
trampolines

ATTRACTIONS

FREE JUMP AREA

is vital to pump up the user capacity. Attractiveness
is achieved through combining horizontal and
diagonal trampolines with runways, jump platforms
and different obstacles.

TRAPEZE JUMP

initiates visitors to swing from an elevated platform
and perform courageous new acrobatic tricks into a
soft cushion of foam.

TRAMPOLINE PARKOUR

is an area with different obstacles positioned at
different height levels dedicated to free style jumping
and for training agility and coordination skills.

INCLINE TRAMPOLINES

inclined fields are installed vertically on the horizontal
fields at an oblique angle. They allow users to jump
off the sides of the arena.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE TRAMPOLINES

with increased bounce are intended for advanced
users with great motor skills to practise higher jumps
and execute more complex tricks or just have fun
wall-walking after bouncing off their backs from the
jumping mat.

HEXIA TRAMPOLINES

offer a perfect combination of slick design and
functionality, due to their unique hexagonal shape.
Hexia provides 15% more jumping capacity over
the same total area available! The patented Akrobat
X-springs system also requires narrower safety pads,
making the trampolines safer to use, while incredibly
resilient technical design ensures a prolonged service
life.

RUNWAY

is long trampoline track where you can learn to
master series of jumps and somersaults.

TODDLER AREA

is specially dedicated to children aged 1 to 5, and is
separated from the rest of the park to create a safer
environment fully adapted to the development phase
of toddlers. Springs in smaller size trampolines are
replaced by elastics to reduce impact on the spine
and joints. All surfaces are padded with soft foam to
ensure safe and happy crawling.

PARKOUR TARGETS

the more skilled visitors that wish to master their
skills overcoming various obstacles, jumping over
wooden boxes and swinging on metal bars.

AUGMENTED WALL

is an interactive game which brings climbing to a
brand-new level. A laser projection of different
games onto the climbing wall challenges the user
to change the direction of his movement or to play
different climbing games against other users.

CLIMBING WALL

These indoor walls are a great place to get started
with rock climbing as they provide a controlled
environment, free from wind and rain, where you can
build up your skills.

INTERACTIVE WALL

This attractive game engages two players or teams to
compete against each other by pushing buttons on
the wall that illuminate in random order. Results are
displayed on a score board

NINJA WARRIOR COURSE

encourages users to jump, climb, hang and swing on
an unlimited number of different obstacles and put
to the test their agility of hands and legs, as well as
their speed, balance and strength. A Ninja Timer
can be installed to challenge youngsters to compete
against each other, or against the clock.

DODGEBALL

is a game played by two opposing teams who try to
throw balls at each other. The play area is divided
into zones, with balls placed in the centre.

AIRBAG

Another of users’ favourite park activities is jumping
from trampolines or platforms onto the big airbag.
This is where you can test you can test your skills at
new tricks before trying them on trampolines.

HALFPIPE RAMP

Perfect choice for adrenaline enthusiasts. A halfpipe
ramp is a great option for accessing the jumping
platform from where they perform acrobatics
directly into the airbag.

SLACK LINE

is the ultimate tightrope walking test of balance.
Beginners like to slide their feet to get from one end
to the other, while the more experienced slackliners
like to throw some tricks in there too! The best part
is, if you lose your balance you will fall onto a great
big, soft cushion so you're ready to get back up and
try it again!

ABENTEUERLAND
Bispingen, Germany,
1.460 m2

Jump in the most modern trampoline park in
Germany, with very wide range of attractions and
modules. Visitors can climb new heights on big
climbing wall or on the high rope course, test skills
on the ninja course or play in toddler area.

ZIP LINE
VALO JUMP

CLIMBING
WALL
HIKING
LEADER
FOAM PIT

is all about big air and soft landings. The ideal area to
practise your most daring stunts safely into a pool of
huge foam cubes. So soft, it will feels like a cloud.

ROTATING BEAM

is a game for 8 players that challenges the players
to stay in the games as long as possible while
giant spinning arms knocks them down. The game
promotes the stamina and agility of the players.

NINJA HEXIA

encourages users to climb up to the second floor
through different obstacles and puts their agility,
stamina, balance and speed to test.

ZIPLINE

is a new adrenaline activity in our parks where
users glide between two points on a steel rope.
Participants glide through the whole park and can
see the park and all the other users from above.

ROPE COURSE

is a challenging activity which consists of various
elements above ground. This activity promotes the
agility and dexterity of users.

VALO JUMP

is an interactive trampoline game which is meant for
all players regardless of their skill levels, age or height.
While playing this game users get an immersive digital
experience, having fun and exercising at the same time.

NINJA TODDLER

is a module developed for our young Ninjas where
they develop their motor skills with climbing,
jumping, crawling and many other activities.

DODGEBALL ATTACK

is a game where the players in the dodgeball court
need to hit the targets with the ball. It takes a lot
of precision to hit the target while jumping which
makes the game even more fun.

A wide range of attractions allows you
to build a truly unique park. We would
like to invite you to discover more of
our attractions by looking at our many
references.

AMAZINGA
Zagreb, Croatia,
1.890 m2

The first trampoline park in Croatia, where we are
launching brand new attractions and innovative
modules like; football pitch, rotating beam with
trampolines and multi story toddler ninja area.

ROTATING
BEAM
TODDLER HEXIA
TRAMPOLINES

PARKOUR

JUMP TOWN
Bad Saulgau, Germany,
1.265 m2

SLIDE

Jump Town is the second trampoline park build for
the same park operator in South Bavaria. It has
mostly traditional trampolines modules, as space
optimization was the main requirement of the client.

NINJA
COURSE
BATTLE
BEAM

RUNWAY
TRAMPOLINE
INCLINE
TRAMPOLINES
WITH FOAM PIT

GRAVITY
SPORTS
Larvik & Tønsberg, Norway,
1,775 & 1,800 m2

AUGMENTED
WALL

Akrobat is expanding its business into the Nordic
countries with the production of very attractive
trampoline parks for Gravity Sports. Both parks,
in Larvik and Tønsberg, are real eye catchers
because of their beautiful design throughout
their entire surface. Gravity Sports is the largest
Norwegian centre of “Free Movement Sport”
and offers trendy new features such as
trapeze jumping and a parkour area.
The very first installation of HEXIA
trampolines took place in this park.

BATTLE BEAM

MAXX
ARENA
Munich, Germany,
2,300 m2

PARKOUR
AIRBAG

Very nice and colorful trampoline park with many
different attractions. Besides standard ones, you can
try your abilities on waterfall trampolines, reach
airbag with challenging climbing over the ramp
instead of using stairs and many more.

TRAPEZE JUMP
TRAMPOLINE
PARKOUR

DODGEBALL
HALFPIPE
RAMP

CYBERJUMP
Budapest, Hungary,
1,400 m2

Largest park in Hungary located in downtown of
Budapest. With its slick cyber-theme and a choice
of challenging elements it attracts youngsters
from a somewhat older age group than usual for
trampoline parks.

NINJA
WARRIOR
COURSE

HIGH-PERFORMANCE
TRAMPOLINES

URBAN
AIR
Vienna, Austria,
960 m2

INTERACTIVE
WALL
CLIMBING
WALL

The renowned franchise Urban Air from the USA has
opened its first amusement park in Europe, located in
Vienna. The park’s unique feature is that it is located
in an air dome. The trampoline park is beautifully
designed, with functional nets and many attractions
on a relatively small area and all this on one level!

AIR DOME

WALK THE WALL

NINJA COURT

FREE STYLE
AREA

URBAN
JUMP

Check out this exciting trampoline park made by
Akrobat in Paris, with attractive main Hexia court
and HP trampoline area.

Paris, France,
1,265 m2

RUNWAY

HP TRAMPOLINES

HEXIA
MAIN COURT
DODGEBALL

PARKOURZ
Kuwait, 410 m2

Simple trampoline park with a nice
designed basic park attractions.

SLAM DUNK
INCLINE
TRAMPOLINES

FREE JUMP AREA
BATTLE BEAM

VELOCITY

Velocity is attractive indoor trampoline park in
Dubai, which has successfully passed on-site TUV
certification.

Dubai, UAE,
513 m2

HEXIA MAIN
COURT

AIRBAG

INTERACTIVE
WALL
HEXIA
HP AREA

ÖREBRO
Örebro, Sweden,
850 m2

This trampoline park is a part of a huge
amusement park in Örebro where you
can find all standard park elements.

RUNWAY
INCLINE
TRAMPOLINES

NINJA COURT
SOFT STEPS
FOAM PIT

Trampoline park in Prague is a nice example
of branded high performance trampoline area.

HOP ARENA
Prague, Czech Republic,
1,150 m2
FOAM PIT WITH
TRAMPOLINES
AND CLIMBING
WALL
NINJA COURT

TODDLER AREA

TRIXS
Leiderdorp, Nederlands,
1,330 m2

FREE JUMP AREA

Very bright and nice trampoline park in the
Nederlands. Large and colorful toddler area
attracts a lot of family visitors, while teenagers
are training their skills on Hexia trampolines.

HEXIA
FREE JUMP

TODDLER
AREA

BASKETBALL
COURT
KIDS'
BOULDER
WALL

GAMES AND
TECHNOLOGY

ACCESSORIES

BALLS, BATTLE
STICKS, FOAM CUBES,
TRAMPOLINE SOCKS

Engaging the user to interact with
other jumpers, or simply challenge
him- or herself by use of technology,
is becoming an integral part of
trampoline parks. To boost user
experience, we equip different park
activities with games such as ninja
warrior timer, augmented climbing
wall, interactive wall-jumping and
dodgeball attack.

Due to intensive use, some items need to be
replaced on a regular basis. We offer a quick
delivery of a wide range of handy gadgets,
including foam cubes in different colours,
branded socks, different types of balls, safety
pads, etc.

NINJA
ELEMENTS
We supply an unlimited
number of versatile elements
for the ninja course and
develop new ones every day.
Our modular approach allows
for quick and simple exchange
of different obstacles, creating
new experiences for the
returning user.

GRAPHICS & SPECIAL EFFECTS
By printing graphics on different park elements we bring
customer branding directly into the park. Our safety nets double
as canvases for displaying different images, and printing can be
included in almost all elements of the park. We offer UV PVC
materials which glow under black light during disco nights.
Another great feature is LED lighting which can be integrated
in ninja courses under trampoline safety pads and other areas.

FURNITURE
Our service doesn’t stop with
delivery of the trampoline
park. We supply our
customers with furnishings
such as reception desks,
shipping containers converted
into office space, walking
platforms, padded benches,
bean bags, you name it.

